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GCHS Writing Plan, Revised November, 2018, McCrady 

Kentucky Department of Education, Writing Plan Requirements, Writing Anchor 10 (Research, Reflection, 
Revision) 

Writing to Learn: 

Learning Journal/Log, Class Journal, Dialogue Journal, Double-entry/Split-page Journal, Reading Response Journal, 
Writer’s Notebook, Entrance/Admittance or Exit Slips, Extended Responses 

Writing to Demonstrate Learning 

Extended Response Prompts, Test Questions, Reading/Activity Summaries, Process or Content Explanations, 
Research Papers (Informative, Explanatory, or Argumentative), Lab Reports or Summaries from Experiments, and 
Test Essays 

Writing for Publication 

1.  Written in one of the Three Modes of Writing in the Kentucky Academic Standards: 

Anchor Writing Standard 1 Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using 
valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.  

Anchor Writing Standard 2 Write informational/ explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and 
information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization and analysis of 
content.  

Anchor Writing Standard 3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective 
technique, well-chosen details and well-structured event sequences 

2. Authentic writing driven by specific purpose: 

Evaluate · Analyze · Interpret · Defend an idea · Solve a problem · Propose a change · Explain a procedure · Draw 
conclusions from inquiry · Support an idea · Clear up a misconception · Provide needed information · 
Persuade readers · Present a needed plan · Convey emotions and ideas about human experiences · Create 
artistic expressions · Reflect on experiences · Entertain 

3. Authentic form: 

Articles (academic, technical, general, special interest, workplace, etc.) · Essays · Written speeches · Letters · 
Review or critiques (movie, book, theatre, art, music, etc.) · Proposals · Memoirs · Short stories · Editorials 
· Reports · Research papers · Plays/scripts · Poems · Email · Blog 

4. Student ownership 

5. Well-developed ideas 

6. Awareness of authentic readers/audience need: 
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An individual · A group · Classmates · Readers of a publication · People concerned about a problem · Citizens, 
members of the community · People interested in a hobby · Parents · People who requested a report (e.g., 
supervisor/boss) · People interested in literature · Readers of literary magazines · People interested in ideas 
about human experience · School leaders (principal, teachers, site-based council) · Participants in a 
conference, meeting or seminar · Learners in the study area or discipline · People serving in workplace 
roles · Public officials · People who can act on a proposal · Scholarship committees 

7. Instructional Issues: Focus and Purpose: controlling/main idea or thesis, Authentic Audience Awareness: 
audience, purpose/task, and real-world connections and academia, and Idea Development: using 
organizational techniques (e.g., comparison/ contrast, cause/effect, order of importance, reasons/ 
explanations) and language appropriate to the discipline Effective writers for literary, informative, and 
persuasive audiences use different types of and specific evidence (e.g., documentary evidence in history, 
experimental evidence in science; research data bases: i.e. Proquest, Ebscohost, etc.) Students also cite 
specific evidence when offering an oral or written interpretation of a text.  Students also use a variety of 
sentence structures, lengths, and variety. 

GCHS WRITING PLAN PER DEPARTMENT 

English 

9th Grade 

Career Writes, only for specialized classes and electives with projects surrounding subject matter 

Personal Narrative, all papers shared on Google docs with teacher and in student’s folder online 

2 Argumentative On Demands per month (every other week), counts as long write 

9th B-Explanatory, long, plus above 

Embry: Research Paper over Romeo & Juliet where they argue who is responsible for the deaths of the main 
characters.  They provide textual evidence/quotes/examples to support their argument. 

-Project over The Odyssey-Create a game board, cards, and game pieces of Odysseus' journey home or they create a 
travel brochure of his journey home using different pictures and descriptions of each place he visited on his way 
home. 
 
Anderson:  Explanatory Piece, Argument Long write 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

10th Grade 

Career Writes, only for specialized classes and electives with projects surrounding subject matter 

Personal Narrative continued/revised, long write 

2 Argumentative On Demands per month (every other week), long write 

EOC/KPREP Practice 
10A/B  Grade focuses on 1 Argumentative and 1 Explanatory  
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Argumentative (from 2 choices) and 1 stand alone (which is an analysis) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

11th Grade 

Career Writes, only for specialized classes and electives with projects surrounding subject matter 

Personal Narrative continued/revised 

Research component: MLA/APA, can be a book analysis, comparison, or informative piece 

11th –KPREP-Grade focuses on 1 Explanatory/Informative and 1 Persuasive On Demand; 1  
usually argumentative (from 2 choices) and 1 stand alone (which is an analysis) 

11A-MLA/Research tool with The Crucible; literary analysis, cite the book, newspaper/magazine 
article, and an internet article, 3 pages, not including sources. 

11B-APA/Research tool with Of Mice & Men; create/cite the same as above. 
 
2 On Demands per month (every other week); 1 Informative and 1 Argumentative 
 
AP English Language and Composition 
1) Rhetorical analysis paper over hurricane evacuation rhetoric. As a culmination to our rhetoric unit, we read and 
view 5 different evacuation speeches. Students then analyze the rhetorical appeals and strategies used by each 
speaker to argue whose speech was the most effective use of rhetoric. 
2) Several practice AP test-style rhetorical analysis essays in which students are given a passage to analyze for such 
elements as tone, diction, syntax, figurative language, imagery, rhetorical appeals, and structure. Students write 
five-paragraph essays to analyze the author's purpose in using their chosen rhetorical techniques and how those 
techniques build tone. 
3) Students write a logical fallacy skit that incorporates several of the logical fallacies we discuss into a short piece 
that is presented to the class. The class then identifies each logical fallacy as the students act it out. 
4) Students are given an argumentative topic and they must write a persuasive paper using satire. Essentially, 
students are saying the opposite of what they mean and are conveying their true position through the essay's tone. 
5) Students write several practice synthesis essays in which they are given from 5 to 7 sources (articles, graphs, 
charts, photos, and other artifacts) and must successfully use those texts to inform their own argument. 
6) Students complete a synthesis essay research project in which they choose a topic, locate 7 different sources, 
create a synthesis essay prompt, and write a sample synthesis essay in answer to the prompt. 
7) Students complete several practice six-paragraph argumentative essays in the AP format. 
 
Honors 11 
1) Persuasive Crucible paper in MLA format arguing which character in the play displays the most nobility of 
character or spirit. Students must quote from the play in each body paragraph and include proper MLA citations. 
2) Rhetorical analysis paper over hurricane evacuation rhetoric. As a culmination to our rhetoric unit, we read and 
view 5 different evacuation speeches. Students then analyze the rhetorical appeals and strategies used by each 
speaker to argue whose speech was the most effective use of rhetoric. 
3) Realist literature informative paper in APA format. After reading several Realist short stories, students write an 
informative paper in APA format in which they describe how the stories fit characteristics of Realist literature. 
Students must quote from the stories in each body paragraph and use proper APA citations. 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

12th Grade 
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Career Writes, only for specialized classes and electives with projects surrounding subject matter; i.e. 12B 
Portfolios, with the Cover Letter and Resume or job/career related components 

12A-Personal Narrative finalized 

Honors 12 
1) Informative Beowulf essay. Students complete an informative essay describing how elements of Anglo-Saxon 
culture and worldview (such as lof, comitatus, wyrd, and pagan gods) are found in Beowulf. Students must quote 
from the poem in their examples. 
2) Informative Macbeth essay. Students complete an informative essay describing how certain themes (such as 
blood, the supernatural, changing one's clothes, and sleep) are found in Macbeth. Students must quote from the play 
in their examples. 
 

12B-Portfolio required to graduate; submitted on Google docs, shared with teacher and Stacey Decker. 

Requirements include:  Personal narrative, 1 argumentative/persuasive (can be an OD), 1 Explanatory/Analysis (can 
be a literary book analysis), and Resume and Cover Letter 

McCrady English 101-Dual Credit:  MLA Song Analysis, MLA TV/Film Analysis, MLA Argumentative 
w/Annotated Bibliography, and MLA Book Analysis: 1984, Brave New World, Fahrenheit 451 

McCrady English 102-Dual Credit:  APA Argumentative/Current Event, MLA Researched Position/Argumentative, 
MLA Media Analysis, MLA Researched Argumentative w/Columbine, and 6 Abstracts:  article summaries-6 per 
semester 

McCrady Communications 145/Public Speaking-4 Complete Sentence Speech Outlines (MLA & APA), 1 APA 
Explanatory/Informative Research Paper regarding a Communication Theory with Prezi/PowerPoint Presentation 

Additional Department Writing Plans: 

Math Department 
E-book- describe how a math topic is related to a real world scenario  
Place a picture on the overhead and then the students have to explain how it relates to a math topic.  
Short answer- explain with steps how to solve a problem. 
Choose a career that deal with math and make a Power point about the career. 
Write a report over 6 different financial booklets. 
Power point over a career, doesn’t have to be math related 
Writing notes about math 
 
Science Department 
Science:  (Argumentative) Through Course Task, short write-Claim, evidence, reasoning, long write for lab report 
that follows claim, evidence, reasoning  
 
Earth/Space Science, Biology, and Chemistry have the same writing pieces, but different topics that target specific 
NGSS standards.  Descriptions of writing pieces are included below: 
 
Part A Classes: 
*2-3 current events and/or short TCTs 
*Lab Report 
 
Part B Classes: 
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*2-3 current events and/or short TCTs 
*1 longer TCT 
 
Electives: 
*2-3 current events and/or short TCTs 
*career-related long write (subject to change) 
 
Descriptions: 
*Current Events -- article summaries from current/relevant articles that support specific science standards; technical 
reading and writing/expository text  
 
*TCTs (Through Course Tasks) -- organized into claim, evidence, reasoning;  students develop a claim based upon 
evidence provided and then provide reasoning with content-related supporting statements. 
           - TCTs can be designed as short or long writes; these writing pieces are  considered argumentative and 
support the (yet-to-be-named) science state assessment. 
 
*Formal Lab Report -- written in Claim-Evidence-Reasoning format based upon data derived from a scientific 
investigation; students use their own data to support or reject their claim; argumentative writing. 
 
 
Physical Education/Health: 
9th grade-long write-physical, mental, social benefits of exercise, argumentative and informative 
 
10th-12th grade-4-5 short writes per trimester, 1 long write 
 
Business 
 
K.Johnston-21st Century Skills with business writing, letters, brochures, memorandums, etc. 
 
 
Social Studies:  Informative Long Write per trimester  
All part B classes use rubric for a 5 paragraph Long Write. Teacher picks the unit for long write.  
Clemons, USB, Situation:  The Kentucky State Legislature is considering whether or not to pass a law banning all 
military-style weapons.  The law would also require a ten day waiting period to buy any weapons,  restrict 
ammunition magazines to ten rounds, creates a more comprehensive database of people barred from owning guns, 
and would require a background checks to buy ammunition. Writing Task: Consider the advantages and 
disadvantages of this law.  Describe whether or not you are in favor of this happening. Write a letter to Senator 
Steve Meredith or Tim Moore convincing him to see things your way.  Support your position with reasons, 
examples, and other specific details. 

VanMeter-World Civilization- During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the continent of Europe began 

undergoing changes that would lead to the start of “The Great War” or “The War to End All Wars”, otherwise 
known as World War I.  Using information from the documents and classroom notes, write a 5 paragraph 
Informative essay explaining 3 of the 4 MAIN causes of WWI. Paragraph 1:  Introductory Paragraph (5-8 sentences) 
.Include background information about the topic.Underline thesis statement at the end of the paragraph. Paragraph 2: 
Body Paragraph 1 (5-8 sentences)---Explain cause 1 in detail. Paragraph 3:  Body Paragraph 2 (5-8 
sentences)---Explain cause 2 in detail. Paragraph 4:  Body Paragraph 3 (5-8 sentences)---Explain cause 3 in detail. 
Paragraph 5:  Conclusion (5-7 sentences)---Wrap up the essay, restate thesis 
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All classes (Part A & B) do at least 3 short writes. Student choice of 2-3 constructed response questions to answer 
on unit test.  Another short 3-4 minute video clip asks a question for a short write. (5-6 sentence response) 
 
Career writes 
 
 
Music Department Writing Plan 
Career Write- 1 per year 
 
 
Vocational School: optional career writes; specialized classes, i.e. Marketing/Career tech-Nursing 
 
E.Johnston-at least one writing assignment in each class 
 
Principles of Health Science: Medical ethics- argumentative piece about an assigned ethical issue in healthcare. 
 
Principles class: a Career portfolio about a chosen career 
 
Disease prevention strategy essay  


